










































































Nos.99999.2252.txt
~[2252] fols. 1v-42v: Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ha'im 

じｌＧが なＢ じｌＧｌ なＢ どｖ７ｏｋぐ ｒＸずｆｋぐal-Faradi  : Nuzhat al-hussab ( al-ahbab ) fi 
 ｓｎせｍ け７ＫＧｋぐ け７ＢＧあぐｒｅ どΜＹ づｑずＺＣけ７ＫＧｋぐ  ilm ( ta'rif ) al-hisab ) () (  or Nuzhat 

 ｓｎせｍ ず７ちｍｋぐ ｒｅ どΜＹ どΜｈ  al-nuzzar fi ilm ( qalam al-Hindi ) al-ghubar )  
のじｍｏｋぐず７Ｂｃｋぐ  ざずＬ    (  , with commentary (sharh  ) by Abd al-Qadir 

じＢＹ ずじ７ｉｋぐ ｒｌぬｑｆｋぐal-Fayyumi  .-Abd al-Qadir Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn
じＢＹ ずじ７ｉｋぐ なＢ じｌＧｌ なＢ じｌＧが なＢ なｑせ ｒｌぬｑｆｋぐZayn al-Fayyumi  died 1022/1613; ? GAL S 

II 486 ( given name: Muhi al-Din Abd al-Qadir Ibn Muhammad 
ｒＧｌ なｑじｋぐ じＢＹ ずじ７ｉｋぐ なＢ じｌＧｌIbn Ahmad al-Fayyumi al-Awfi al-Hanafi al-Misri 

なＢ じｌＧが ｒｌぬｑｆｋぐ ｒｅぬＺｋぐ ｒｆｍＧｋぐ のずＭｌｋぐ  ) . He wrote a commentary on Ibn al-Ha'im 
なＢぐ どｖ７ｏｋぐ  ( died 815/1412 ) , Nuzhat al-hussab, which in fact is a

summary, made by Ibn al-Ha'im himself, of his Murshidat 
al-talib ila asna al-matalib = al-Murshida fi sina'at 

 げじＬずｌ けｋ７だｋぐ ｔｋぎ ｔｍＫが けｋ７だｌｋぐ げじＬずｌｋぐ ｒｅ ｓＹ７ｍＭ ず７Ｂｃｋぐ   al-ghubar  =  , on arithmetic. On 
the still unedited texts ? GAL S II 154 no. 1, "Abkürzungen" 
a, "Commentare" d ( mentions one Ms. ) . A survey of the 
contents of the commented text can be found in the 
description of Ms. Berlin 5979. -Ms. 121. -51 folios; 
15,2×21,5 cm; 25-30 lines; clearly written naskhi. Single 
words and sentences are written in red ink; fols. 49 and 51 
are copied by a later hand in ruq'a-script. Thick, brownish 
paper, water-stained at the edges and sometimes repaired; 
fols. 49 and 51 were replaced by the copyist Muhammad Sa'di 
al-Hamzawi al-Husayni on 2 Sha'ban 1319/14 December 1901 ( ? 
colophon fol. 51v ) . Black cloth binding with red leather 
spine and flap connected with the cover by a red leather 
stripe. Hand of the 12th/18th century ( with the exception of
fols. 49 and 51 ) . -

じｏＺｌ ｐｅ７ｉＤｋぐ こ７Ｋぐずじｋぐぬ ｐｑｈずＬｋぐSource: http://ricasdb.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp -  - 
ｐＺｌ７Ｅ ぬｑｊぬだ な７Ｂ７ｑｋぐ -
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